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The Four Pillars of SsAM: An Invitation 

 
On Thursday night, October 4th we began our four week program on the Four Pillars of SsAM.  
These four pillars created by the vestry several years ago as the parish strategic plan are meant 
to focus our attention on our future growth and sustainability as a congregation.  I appreciated 
receiving the letter from the vestry this summer and the feedback sheet that was included with 
the letter.  As we enter the Season of Creation, I invite SsAM members to take a few moments 
and complete this feedback document.  Your input is vital for the vestry and for me as we plan 
for the future.  These forms may be found on the table by the elevator and I hope you will take 
one and complete and return to a member of the vestry or place it in the basket that is 
provided.  Once we have received more of these completed forms, we will take time to review 
and develop a process as to how we will respond to your input.   
 
I also wish to invite you to attend the two remaining Thursday evening sessions when we will go 
deeper into the remaining three pillars.  At the first Thursday session I gave a brief overview 
and asked folks to then share one word about each of the four pillars.  I then had each person 
rank the word that for them best described each pillar.  The top choices will form the 
stewardship theme for the coming year.   
 
We then focused our attention the pillar that is about community. It states, "Continue the 
tradition of being an intentionally inclusive faith community that celebrates relationships 
with each other and the larger community."  We then reviewed four of the guiding principles 
that this pillar addresses: We will create a new Christian Community, We will advocate for 
social justice, We will model a multi-cultural community in everything we do and We will 
include individuals from all walks of life, all cultures and all races in the life of the community.  
Each of these principles was printed on newsprint and folks were invited on a scale on 1 to 6 to 
share how we as a parish were doing.  In each instance we have come a long way and in each 
guideline there is continued growth and improvement that can happen.   
 
The process I just outlined will be similar at the next two sessions on November 1st and 8th.  
We begin at 5:30 with a light meal followed by a brief service of evening prayer and then our 
program.  On November 1st we will look at two pillars: Strengthen and Grow Youth and Young 
Families and Have Engaging Worship that is rich and meaningful.  Each evening begins at 5:30 
and we complete our work by 7:00.  I hope to see you on November 1st and please complete 
the feedback form that you may pick up at Church. 
 
See you Sunday for the First Sunday of the Season of Creation! 
 
Peace, 
Fr. David 


